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Knot Quite Menswear™ draws inspiration from the 

timeless textiles created by icons of the fashion industry. 

This collection embodies the confidence of a well-tailored suit or 

dress but with the playful twist of a creative bow tie or scarf. 

Influences range from Coco Chanel who combined comfort 

and practicality with beauty and elegance, to 

Ralph Lauren who combined subtle fabrics with bold graphic 

statements. The collection features a timeless palette that tran-

scends short-lived trends. Classic natural tones are accented by 

deep coral, khaki green, deep wine, and are grounded by warm 

grays. The combination of design and color makes this versatile 

collection appropriate for any market segment.

Knot Quite Menswear™ is a grouping of 24 new designs –  

including 3 woodgrains,12 abstracts, 3 solids, and 6 Inspira™ 

Digital patterns that can be used in a variety of market segments.





House of Chevron
Inspired by the the bold, au couture designs of the iconic 
fashion houses, this large scale Chevron reinterpreted in a 
hickory wood is a true statement piece in any application. House of Chevron | WH110



Windsor Elm | WE280

Woodgrains

Ascot Elm | WE250

Ascot Elm
Lighter tonality creates subtle graining and knots, making this 
elegant elm reminiscent of draped fabric with a minimalistic feel.

Windsor Elm
Darker tonality creates dramatic graining and accentuates knots 

in this elegant elm, resulting in a bold fashion statement.  



Tweeds
Inspired by the tactile nature of a twill textile, this traditional style has been modernized to 
bring subtle sophistication to your surfaces.  

Shetland Tweed | AP365

Yorkshire Tweed | AG730

Game Keepers Tweed | AV999

Gentleman’s Tweed | AR250

Abstracts



Tailor-Made | AT435

Knickerbocker | AG740

Tailor-Made | Knickerbocker
An authentic linen in look and feel, this simulated textile is enhanced 
by a low sheen tactile finish.  



Argyle Socks | Argyle Sweater
A modern take on a classic geometric, layered to add movement and 
depth.  Soft tones in a grand scale.

Argyle Socks | A861

Argyle Sweater | AT505
ARGYLE SWEATER



Viridescent Silk | Luminescent Silk
A subtle visual texture emulating the warp and weft effect of a woven textile.

Luminescent Silk | AY135

Viridescent Silk | AV830



Belle’s Bow | Beau-Tie
Reminscent of a fashion house sketch, this gestural pattern 
intrigues and provokes a closer look.

Belle’s Bow | AP180

Beau-Tie | AW700



Solids
It’s a Wrap | Comeback Camel | In the Trenches
Pearlized solids with the luster of a silk textile. Coordinates with the woodgrains and abstracts 
from this collection to create an elegant and sophisticated space.

It’s a Wrap | AP290 Comeback Camel | AT840

In the Trenches | AY160



Mini Houndstooth
Inspired by the tactile nature of a twill textile, this traditional style has been modernized to 
bring subtle sophistication to your surfaces.  

Honeycomb Hexwood
This contemporary honeycomb design, evokes the senseability of precise geometry and 
authentic craftsmanship.

Honeycomb Hex Wood | DG0001

Mini Houdstooth Mist | DG0083

Inspira™ Digital

Mini Houdstooth Khaki | DG0081

Mini Houdstooth Chocolate | DG0082



Plaid Intersection Ash Gray | DG0084

Plaid Intersection Parchment | DG0085

Plaid Intersection
Made to measure, a smartened up classic plaid is tailorable in color 
and scale to your aesthetic requirements.
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